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Kate Remias, Staff Member
Headlines of a Thoroughbred’s career or life ending injuries have long prompted questions of
causation and fault, but a new variable is being brought to the forefront of this blame game: track
surfaces. Synthetic track surfaces are being hailed as the safety savior to a troubled sport, and
California has gone so far as to require the state’s major tracks have synthetic surfaces.[1]
(http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn1) This begs the
question of whether Kentucky should follow suit.
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Supporters of synthetic surfaces offer impressive numbers backing superior safety claims, but
critics posit that data is incomplete. Supporters point to improved safety statistics, such as 2010
data indicating synthetic tracks had fewer career ending incidents than dirt and turf tracks,[2]
(http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn2) or a two-year
study revealing synthetic tracks had fewer fatalities per start than natural surfaces.[3]
(http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn3) Critics, however,
say the tracks do not reduce injuries, they create different ones; reducing fatal or career ending
fractures and chips but increasing soft-tissue damage.[4] (http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?
blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn4) Some veterinarians noted synthetics decrease injuries to
the front-end of the horse but increase hind-end injuries. [5] (http://www.blogger.com/post-
create.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn5) Synthetic surfaces have potential, but there is
still a legitimate fear of the unknown weighing heavily against mandating these surfaces.
The need for mandating track surface standards is mitigated by market forces already protecting
safety standards. When horses are injured physically, the industry is injured fiscally. After
Barbaro’s breakdown, officials noted the injury would cause decreases in fans and ticket sales.
[6] (http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn6) Eight Belles’
breakdown induced headlines calling for the end of Thoroughbred racing.[7]
(http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn7) Market forces
incentivize safety, and the Kentucky Thoroughbred racing industry responds to those forces.
Absent regulation, Kentucky’s Turfway Park was the first United States success story of a
synthetic main track.[8] (http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?
blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn8)Keeneland used a synthetic training track the year prior,
and was an integral force in introducing synthetics to the American market.[9]
(http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_edn9) Market forces
already guiding Kentucky’s industry safety standards mitigate the need for outside regulation,
especially where there are still questions regarding long term safety consequences.
While synthetic surfaces certainly have potential, currently insufficient data coupled with market
forces already protecting safety indicate mandating synthetics is not yet necessary.
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